Assembly Instructions

Product Family: Outdoor Banners  
Items: Poles, Base, Fabric Flag

Base of your choice: Spike, Square, Cross, Tire, Flat, Water or Wall-mount

**ATTENTION**

You may receive MORE THAN ONE shipment for ONE order. Please check other packages for customized banner / other parts or wait until they arrive. Normally all packages will arrive within 1-3 days window.

**SAFETY WARNINGS**

ALWAYS KEEP THE ROTATING CONNECTOR ABOVE THE GROUND AND KEEP THE BANNER PIVOTING WITH THE WIND TO AVOID DAMAGE.

ALWAYS MAKE SURE THE BANNER IS CORRECTLY ASSEMBLED AND SAFELY SECURED IN PLACE. KEEP THE BANNERS AT LEAST FOUR FEET AWAY FROM PEDESTRIANS, BUILDINGS, WIRES, TREES OR OTHER OBJECTS.

REMOVE THE FLAG AND STORE SAFELYindoors, WHENEVER THE WIND SPEED IS OVER 35 MPH OR DURING OTHER EXTREME WEATHER CONDITIONS.
STEP 1.
Unpack all the parts, make sure you have enough room/height for assembly.

ATTENTION
You may receive MORE THAN ONE shipment for ONE order. Please check other packages for customized banner / other parts or wait until they arrive. Normally all packages will arrive within 1-3 days window.

Know The Parts
** Additional Base can be easily ordered online: www.lushbanners.com

STEP 2.
Connect all the poles one by one, from the thickest to the thinnest.
STEP 3.
Insert the connected pole into the sleeve of the fabric banner, until the rod tip reaches the double-stitched sleeve end.

STEP 4.
Secure the fabric banner to the pole using the tension cord provided, tie the loop and hooks tightly.

- 6ft Teardrop / 6.5ft Feather Banners ONLY -
Secure the fabric banner to the pole using the loop and hook.
STEP 5. Insert the fabric banner and pole into the base. Assembly is finished!

- BASE INSTRUCTIONS

- Spike /Cross Base

- Tire Base

MAINTENANCE INFO

Fabric banners can be machine washed in cold water with mild detergent, Gentle cycle only. Hang dry.
For more info on warranty and customer service, please visit us www.lushbanners.com.